
 

   

WHO WE ARE: A small business made 

up of film and photographic enthusiasts 

with over fifty years’ experience in the 

industry!   
 

MISSION STATEMENT  

Our focus is premium quality output from all photographic mediums. We strive to 

provide you with the very best service and product right in the heart of the Adelaide 

CBD.  

We are constantly working to bring you the best selection of film products, photo 

gifts and archival solutions and can arrange special orders upon request.   

   

OUR POLICIES   

All lab work requires upfront payment to cover time and labour, plus any chemistry and 

consumables used in the fulfilment of the order. Please be aware that for film development we 

retain the full cost of processing but provide a credit for any printing and scanning costs towards 

your next roll.   

For consumable film products, that is, any 35mm or 120mm rolls, or Fujifilm and Polaroid film 

packs, cannot be exchanged or refunded. These are classified as perishable goods due to them 

being affected by environmental factors and once any film has left the premises, we cannot 

determine what conditions it has been subject to and therefore cannot responsibly resell it. We are 

always happy to advise on what film is required for your camera so you can make informed 

choices!   



We retain the right to refuse to personally handle your devices like phones and tablets for good 

health and security reasons. This is exceedingly important whilst during the COVID-19 pandemic 

and we encourage all customers to practice good hygiene on our premises by following 

government guidelines and our in-store safety plan.   

  

BUSINESS HOURS  

We currently operate between the hours of 9 AM until 5PM, Monday to Friday. Please be mindful 

that if you expect same day digital printing or an express film service, to ensure early drop-off.   

  

TURNAROUND TIMES  

We endeavour to provide reasonable turnarounds on all our in-store services. Depending on the 

service, we may require additional time to fulfill based on what is required.  

For film development, we ask you to allow 48 hours for your order to be fulfilled. This allows us to 

effectively manage the large quantity of film that is booked in with us on a daily basis. We always 

try to fulfill orders as quickly as we can, usually fulfilling C41 35mm by the same time the following 

day but 120mm format, high resolution scanning and B&W development may require additional 

time.   

Depending on workload, we may offer same day turnaround for C41 for an additional surcharge.  

Inquire upon drop-off for possibility.    

  

FILM DEVELOPMENT  

Development and Prints: All D&P is fulfilled with an accompanying index print in a photo wallet 

alongside your negatives. We offer either a matte or gloss finish on Fujifilm archival paper through 

our Frontier as 4x6 prints.   

  

Digital Scans: Due to the machinery we maintain in our lab, we can only offer files as jpegs, but 

we can provide different tiers of scanning.  

High resolution scans can be requested for a higher fee which scan at 2400 x 3600 px, suitable for 

larger prints and for editing in post.   

Unless specified, 35mm film will be scanned at standard resolution through our Frontier at 1200 x 

1800 px, suitable for printing standard size prints and digital sharing.   



120 medium format film is cut into strips and scanned high resolution on our flatbed scanner at 

2400 dpi.   

We offer your digital files to you on CD, USB or via email. For email, we send your scanned 

images to you via We Transfer which allows you 7 days to download the link to your images.   

  

Negatives: For film orders requiring only digital scans, we ask upon drop-off whether you would 

like to collect your negatives or discard them as this helps keep our storage manageable. For 

those who prefer to collect, we file your order for 7 business days, allowing you time to return for 

them. After that time, the negatives will be discarded; if you are unable to collect within this period, 

please contact us to arrange alternative collection.   

We will not stockpile your orders. If you are dropping off a new roll, we ask that you collect your 

previous one at the same time. This ensures that you never misplace your any of your film and 

that we are only responsible for your latest roll which keeps us up-to-date and efficient.   

  

Loyalty System: We offer a loyalty card to our returning film customers. Upon booking in your 8th 

roll, you will earn a 9th roll free for C41 development and either prints or scans. Whilst you cannot 

redeem your free roll on a B&W or 120 film, these can both go towards earning your 

complementary roll.   

It is your responsibility to hold onto your own loyalty card and present at drop-off. If the card is lost 

or misplaced, it will not be replaced with any existing signoffs, you will be required to start a new 

card from scratch.    

  

Credit System: To encourage the longevity of film photography, we implement a credit system for 

our film users. Rather than simply refunding the cost of scanning a blank roll, we put that value 

towards your next roll.   

This exists as a physical card with a written amount attached to it which must be held at time of 

redemption and is not redeemable for cash or stocked goods. It is the responsibility of the card 

holder to retain and present this credit at drop-off and will be verified by staff.   

If necessary, we can arrange a partial refund if required.   

  

   



  

COPYRIGHT  

We are happy to replicate photographs so long as they are not classified as copyrighted material, 

and this applies not just to photographs but also to books and postcards.   

If a printed image has been taken and supplied by a professional photographer or company it will 

likely be a Copyrighted image and this will usually be indicated on the back of the photograph.  

This is most common with school and event photography.   

We do not have the legal right to reproduce such an image as the rights belong to the person or 

persons who were responsible for producing the original image. The best way to acquire additional 

copies of the image would be to contact the original creator.  

If the original was taken years ago, does that still matter? Yes, it does. Copyright law in Australia 

lasts 57 years beyond the life of the photographer so even an ‘old’ image can still be protected by 

Copyright.   

To knowingly replicate a Copyrighted image means that we both as a business and as individuals 

would be liable for huge fines.   

If it is absolutely impossible to contact the original business or photographer, then given the right 

circumstances, we may have you sign an indemnity form in order for us to go ahead with the 

order.  

  

LIABILITY  

Extreme care and appropriate measures are taken when any job is fulfilled in our lab by our 

technician of over 27 years’ experience.   

By booking in any roll of film, negative, slide or photograph with us you agree that in the unlikely 

case that your order is damaged, lost or misplaced, our liability extends only to the replacement of 

an equivalent amount of unexposed film or paper (a new roll of film or another print of the same 

size).   

  

  

  

  

  



  

EXPECTATION AND OUTPUT   

As part of the cost we charge for printing or scanning, our qualified lab technician makes 

consistent density and colour adjustments across all prints, whether there is one, or a thousand 

images. The exception to this is professional photographs where images have already been 

carefully adjusted for printing or unless otherwise specified.   

Please ensure that if you have specific preferences that this is disclosed upon drop-off so it can be 

arranged with the technician.   

For framing of large and matted frames, we charge a minor fee and will install the hanging kit 

provided for large format frames, so it is ready for installation. We are not custom framers and do 

not offer specialised size frames or cut custom matboards but offer an impressive range of 

industry standard photographic and document size frames and matboards to suit a variety of 

applications.   

Our canvas prints come fully stretched and mounted. We recommend using 3M canvas hooks to 

hang our canvases as they are quite light and are super easy to arrange around the home and 

office as you please.   

  

VIDEO TRANSFERS 

Due to the time-intensive nature of video transfers, we may require extended periods of time to 

complete these orders. Each tape must be transferred in real time and then fully checked and 

verified.  

Turnaround times will vary depending on current workload.  

  

  

  

  

  

  



Price List 

PRICING IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY TIME IN ACCORDANCE WITH SUPPLIER PRICE 

INCREASES 

 C41 35MM FILM DEVELOPMENT  

Development Only  

Please note that all development costs are non-refundable   

Service  Fee  

Development Only   $10  

  

Optional to have cut into fours or left uncut in a continuous roll  

  

Development and Printing   

All printed as 4x6” on either a gloss or matte finish   

Service  Fee  

Development + 1 set of prints (12EXP)  $12  

Development + 1 set of prints (24EXP)  $15  

Development + 2 sets of prints (24EXP)  $20  

Development + 1 set of prints (36EXP)  $18  

Development + 2 sets of prints (36EXP)  $23  

  

Development + Prints from film are charged at three tiers  

12 EXP: To the amount of or less than 15 photos per roll  

24 EXP: To the amount of 16-28 photos per roll  

36 EXP: To the amount of 29-39 photos per roll  

These are priced to accommodate labour, chemistry, and other consumables –rather than exact print 

quantities as this is wildly unpredictable and can vary roll to roll. Any difference in output can be 

credited towards your next order.  

 

Development and Scanning 
 

Service  Fee  

Development + Scanning to CD/USB or 

Email  
$16  

Development + High Resolution Scanning 

(2400x3600px)   
$20  

  

         Scanning cost remains the same across all tiers whether 12, 24 or 36 EXP   



D&P + Scanning 
Service  Fee  

Development + 1 set of Prints (12EXP) + 

Scanning  
$18  

Development + 1 set of Prints (24EXP) + 

Scanning)  
$21  

Development + 1 set of Prints (36EXP) + 

Scanning  
$24  

Development + 2 sets of Prints (24EXP) + 

Scanning)  
$26  

Development + 2 sets of Prints (36EXP) + 

Scanning  
$29  

  

High Resolution Scans are $10 as opposed to standard scans at $6 per roll. Listed prices above are for 

standard scans (1200x2400px). High resolution can be requested upon drop-off.   

  

Half Frame  

If you have shot a film with half frames, this must be disclosed at drop off if you expect each image to 

appear separately. If not, your images will appear as two images on one 35mm frame. If you require them 

to be individually scanned and separated, this will require hand scanning and incur a higher fee. See 

pricing below for half frame options – not inclusive of development.   

 

Service  Fee  

Scanning  $10  

1 set of Prints (24EXP)  $20  

1 set of Prints (36EXP)  $30  
  

APS 

APS canisters have a visual indicator reflecting whether the film has already been developed. This will 

determine what work needs to be undertaken.  

 

Service  Fee  

Development  $10  

Development + Prints $16 

Development + Scanning  $20 

Scanning  $10 

Printing  $6 

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  



  
  

B&W 35MM FILM DEVELOPMENT  

Development Only (B&W)  

Please note that all development costs are non-refundable. All our true B&W film is hand 

processed on-site by our experienced lab technician.   

Service  Fee  

Development Only   $15  

  

Optional to have cut into fours or left uncut in a continuous roll  

  

Development and Printing (B&W)  

All printed as 4x6” on either a gloss or matte finish   

Service  Fee  

Development + 1 set of prints (12EXP)  $20  

Development + 1 set of prints (24EXP)  $25  

Development + 2 sets of prints (24EXP)  $30  

Development + 1 set of prints (36EXP)  $30  

Development + 2 sets of prints (36EXP)  $35  

  

Development + Prints from film are charged at three tiers 12 

EXP: To the amount of or less than 15 photos per roll  

24 EXP: To the amount of 16-28 photos per roll  

36 EXP: To the amount of 29-39 photos per roll  

These are priced to accommodate labour, chemistry, and other consumables rather than exact prints.  

  

Half Frame  

If you have shot a film with half frames, this must be disclosed at drop off if you expect each image to 

appear separately. If not, your images will appear as two images on one 35mm frame. If you require them 

to be individually scanned and separated, this will require hand scanning and incur a higher fee. See 

pricing below for half frame options – not inclusive of development.  

 

Service  Fee  

Scanning  $10  

1 set of Prints (24EXP)  $20  

1 set of Prints (36EXP)  $30  

  

  

  

  

  



  

Development and Scanning (B&W)  
 

Service  Fee  

Development + Scanning to CD/USB or 

Email  
$21  

Development + High Resolution Scanning 

(2400x3600px)   
$25  

  

Scanning cost remains the same across all tiers whether 12, 24 or 36 EXP  

  

D&P + Scanning (B&W)  
 

Service  Fee  

Development + 1 set of Prints (12EXP) + 

Scanning  
$26  

Development + 1 set of Prints (24EXP) + 

Scanning)  
$31  

Development + 1 set of Prints (36EXP) + 

Scanning  
$36  

Development + 2 sets of Prints (24EXP) + 

Scanning)  
$36  

Development + 2 sets of Prints (36EXP) + 

Scanning  
$41  

  

High Resolution Scans are $10 as opposed to standard scans at $6 per roll. Listed prices above are for 

standard scans (1200x2400px). High resolution can be requested upon drop-off.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  
120 FILM DEVELOPMENT  

C41   

Please note that all development costs are non-refundable. Prints provided will either be 4x4” if 

square format, or 4x6” as applicable on either a gloss or matte finish.  

Service  Fee  

Development Only  $10  

Development + 1 set of prints  $15  

Development + High Resolution Scanning 

to CD/USB or Email  
$20  

Development + 1 set of Prints + Scanning   $25  

  

All 120 is cut and scanned high resolution on a flatbed scanner and then filed in protective negative 

sleeving  

  

Black & White  

Please note that all development costs are non-refundable. All our true B&W film is hand 

processed on-site by our experienced lab technician.   

Prints provided will either be 4x4” if square format, or 4x6” as applicable on either a gloss or matte 

finish.  

Service  Fee  

Development Only (non-refundable)  $15  

Development + 1 set of prints  $25  

Development + High Resolution Scanning 

to CD/USB or Email  
$25  

Development + 1 set of prints + Scanning  $35  

  

All 120 is cut and scanned high resolution on a flatbed scanner and then filed in archival quality negative 

sleeving  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



REPRINTS FROM NEGATIVES   
 

Service  Fee (per negative)  

4x6” Reprint from Negative   $2  

5x7” Reprint from Negative  $3.50  

6x8” Reprint from Negative  $4.50  

8x10” Reprint from Negative  $9  

8x12” Reprint from Negative  $10  

  

Please note that medium format negatives are charged as slides as they require hand scanning.   

  

Negative Scanning  
 

Service  Fee  

Scan of Negative Strip  $2  

Scan of Cut Roll of Negatives   $10  

High resolution Scan of Cut Roll of 

Negatives   
$15  

  

Unless specified, 35mm film will be scanned at standard resolution through our Frontier at 1200 x 1800 px, 

suitable for printing standard size prints and digital sharing. High resolution scans can be requested which 

scan at 2400 x 3600 px, suitable for enlargements.  

  

Reprint and Digital Scan  

  

Service  Fee   

4x6” Reprint from Negative + Digital Copy  $4  

5x7” Reprint from Negative + Digital Copy  $5.50  

6x8” Reprint from Negative + Digital Copy  $6.50  

8x10” Reprint from Negative + Digital Copy  $11  

8x12” Reprint from Negative + Digital Copy  $12  

  

Unless specified, 35mm film will be scanned at standard resolution through our Frontier at 1200 x 1800 px, 

suitable for printing standard size prints and digital sharing. High resolution scans can be requested for a 

higher fee which scan at 2400 x 3600 px, suitable for enlargements.  

  

  

  

  

  

   



  
REPRINTS FROM SLIDES  

  

Service  Fee (per slide)  

4x6” Reprint from Slide  $2.50  

5x7” Reprint from Slide  $3.50  

6x8” Reprint from Slide  $4.50  

8x10” Reprint from Slide  $9  

8x12” Reprint from Slide  $10  

  

 Slide Scanning  

Slides are scanned high resolution at 2400dpi for best results and adjusted to reduce dust and scratches, 

colour deterioration and faded density.   

 

 

Service  Fee (per slide)  

Scan of Slide  $2   

Bulk Order – 100+ slides  $1   

  

 Bulk orders receive a more basic batch processing which will improve the scan by reducing obvious dust 

and scratches and adding original contrast and colour. At the $2 price point we edit each slide individually 

for optimum results.  

 

Reprint and Digital Scan  
 

Service  Fee   

4x6” Reprint from Slide + Digital Copy  $4.50  

5x7” Reprint from Slide + Digital Copy  $5.50  

6x8” Reprint from Slide + Digital Copy  $6.50  

8x10” Reprint from Slide + Digital Copy  $11  

8x12” Reprint from Slide + Digital Copy  $12  

  

Slides are scanned high resolution at 2400dpi for best results and all individually adjusted to reduce dust 

and scratches, colour deterioration and faded density.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   



COPY PRINTS  
 

Please note that no copy will ever be a perfect replica of an original due to age, material/finish, and the very 

act of scanning to create a second-generation print. We perform minor adjustments where appropriate such 

as density and colour if it has deteriorated over time.   

 

Service  Fee (per photo)  

Reprint as a 4x6” Print  $2  

Reprint as a 5x7” Print  $3  

Reprint as a 6x8” Print  $4  

Reprint as an 8x10” Print  $8  

Reprint as an 8x12” Print  $10  

  

Photo Scanning  
 

Service  Fee  

Digital Copy of Photo/s (Quantity 1-20)  $2  

Digital Copy of Photos (Quantity 20+)  $1  

Shoebox Scan (*Up to 300 photos)   $99  

Gather Box **  $99  

  

* Photos must be no smaller than 3.5x5” and no larger than 8x12” and cannot be within an album or scrapbook.  
Photos must not have excessive residue from adhesives that could jeopardise other prints and equipment and photos 

will not be scanned in any particular order.  

** Purchased in advance in-store. You receive a physical gift box to fill with your photographs along with a set of 

instructions. This is a great option if you would like to help out a loved one!   

  

Copy Print and Digital Copy  
 

Service  Fee  

Reprint as a 4x6” Print + Scan  $4  

Reprint as a 5x7” Print + Scan  $5  

Reprint as a 6x8” Print + Scan  $6  

Reprint as an 8x10” Print + Scan  $10  

Reprint as an 8x12” Print + Scan  $12  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

DIGITAL PRINTING 
 

Any size up to an 8x12/8x8 is printed through our Fujifilm Wet Lab. All sizes are available in a matte finish, 

whilst gloss is limited to 4” and 6” sizes.  

 

Standard Photographic Sizes  
Product  Cost   

3.5x5” Print  1-10: 50c  
11-200: 25c  
201+: 19c  

4x6” Print  1-10: 50c  
11-200: 25c  
201+: 19c  

5x7” Print  1-10: 60c  
11-200: 55c  
201+: 50c  

6x8” Print  90c   

6x9” Print  90c  

8x10” Print  1-20: $4.95  
21-50: $4.50  
51+: $3.95  

8x12” Print  1-20: $5.95  
21-50: $5.50  
51+: $4.95  

  

Standard Square Sizes  
Product  Cost   

4x4” Print  1-10: 50c  
11-200: 25c  
201+: 19c  

5x5” Print  1-10: 60c  
11-200: 55c  
201+: 50c  

6x6” Print  90c  

8x8” Print  1-20: $4.95  
21-200: $4.50  
201+: $3.95  

  

Specialty Sizes   
Product  Cost   

Wallet Print  1-10: 50c  
11-200: 25c  
201+: 19c  

Passport Template  $5 per set  

4x12” Panoramic Print  $2.95 each   

Custom Locket   $10 for a sheet   

  



ENLARGEMENTS  
All our enlargements (anything larger than an 8x12”) are printed through our high-quality Epson 

ink-jet printers on Ilford Galerie Smooth Pearl paper ideal for framing.   

  
Product  Cost  

10x10” Square Print  $10  

10x12” Print  $12  

10x15” Print  $14  

11x14” Print  $14  

12x12” Square Print  $14  

11x16” Print  $15  

12x16” Print  $16  

12x18” Print  $17  

16x20” Print  $29  

16x24” Print  $29  

20x30” Print  $39  

24x36” Print  $49  

  

 Custom sizes are available upon request – limited to maximum width of 44” on a continuous roll.   

  

Document and Poster Sizes   

  

Product  Cost  

A4 Print  $10  

A3 Print  $17  

A2 Print  $29  

A1 Print  $49  

A0 Print  $99  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 



CANVAS PRINTS 

All our canvases are printed and mounted on-site. We work with you to choose the best size 

canvas based on your provided image. You can decide to have a black/white edge around your 

canvas or alternatively if there is enough available space around the edges of your canvas we can 

wrap the image around.  

 

 

Product  Cost  

8x10” Canvas  $49  

8x12” Canvas  $49  

10x12” Canvas  $59  

10x14” Canvas  $59  

11x14” Canvas  $59  

11x16” Canvas  $59  

12x16” Canvas  $69  

12x18” Canvas  $69  

14x18” Canvas  $79  

16x20” Canvas  $95  

16x24” Canvas  $110  

18x24” Canvas  $119  

18x36” Canvas  $149  

20x24” Canvas  $135  

20x30” Canvas  $149  

20x36” Canvas  $159  

20x40” Canvas  $159  

20x48” Canvas  $159  

24x36” Canvas  $149  

30x60” Canvas  $169  

  

Square Sizes   
 

Product  Cost  

8x8” Canvas  $49  

10x10” Canvas  $59  

11x11” Canvas  $59  

12x12” Canvas  $69  

14x14” Canvas  $75  

16x16” Canvas  $85  

18x18” Canvas  $99  

20x20” Canvas  $119  

24x24” Canvas  $149  

30x30” Canvas   $159  

36x36” Canvas  $169  

40x40” Canvas  $179  

  

  

                                 
 

Product  Cost  

8x20” Canvas  $60  

8x24” Canvas  $70  

8x30” Canvas  $80  

10x20” Canvas  $70  

10x24” Canvas  $80  

10x30” Canvas  $90  

11x20” Canvas  $80  

11x24” Canvas  $80  

11x30” Canvas  $100  

12x20” Canvas  $90  

12x24” Canvas   $100  

12x30” Canvas  $129  

12x36” Canvas  $135  

12x40” Canvas  $149  

14x36” Canvas  $139  

20x60” Canvas  $169  

48x60” Canvas  $189  

 

Standard Sizes Panoramic Sizes 



RECOVERIES AND RESTORATIONS 

  

Memory Card Recovery  

This service is non-refundable. Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee the recovery of your 

deleted/corrupted files, however we run extensive recovery software programs and will try multiple 

attempts to give you the best chance possible of recovering what we can from your cards. 

.   

Service  Cost  

Memory Card Recovery  $30   

  

We recommend not taking any more photos with the card that you are trying to recover images from!   

  

Photo Restoration  
 

Service  Cost  

Minor Restoration  $15  

Major Restoration  $99  

  

A minor restoration is anything that will only require up to 15 minutes of labour via editing. If the damage is 

extensive like tears or missing components of a subject this requires hours of work and as such, a higher 

fee.  

Major restorations can bring photos back to life including recolouring (even black and white photos), 

removing backgrounds & stains, and even replacing missing details. A complementary 8x12” print is 

provided upon the completion of a major restoration in addition to a high-resolution digital file.   

  

 TRANSFERS 

  

Service  Fee  

Digital back-up of device/phone/memory 

card (to customer’s own USB)  
$10   

VHS to DVD Transfer  $30  

MiniDV to DVD Transfer  $30  

Super 8 3” Reel to DVD Transfer  $31.50  

Super 8 5” Reel to DVD Transfer   $52.50  

Super 8 7” Reel to DVD Transfer  $73.50  

  

Tape transfers are a time-intensive process that requires real-time playback. Please allow at least 1-2 

working weeks to ensure we can dedicate the time needed to fulfil your order.   

 


